
Q: What does environmental sustainability mean to us?

A: Growing in a way which enables us to tread lightly on the Earth, whilst also inspiring 
others to reduce their footprint

Our Carbon Footprint at a glance 2019/2020

Impact Consumption Carbon

Business Travel 26,137 km 6 tonnes CO2e

Personnel Travel 89,307 km 4 tonnes CO2e

Freight Travel 4,661 km 4 tonnes CO2e

Accommodation 678 hotel room nights 2 tonnes CO2e

Lighting & Sound 4,437 kWh 1 tonnes CO2e

Emissions Total 17 tonnes CO2e
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In 2020/2021 we will:

Minimise the impact of our activities
Engage with environmental issues
Encourage others to engage with these issues
Share learning with other organisations, promoting best practice

• Review baseline measures taken in 2019/2020
• Review targets, set goals, utilise online tools
• Share learning with partners
• Continue to invest in carbon offset projects
• Monitor delivery of our environmental action plan
• Continue to share our strategy with our team with recommended 

environmental measures
• Continue to promote environmentally sustainable methods for 

audiences to access productions
• Continue to communicate our environmental aims to audiences

• Continue to hold meetings remotely, taking learning from the Covid 
pandemic

• Touring – plan the most effective travel pattern
• Continue to ask venues to share their environmental policies with us
• Develop further our online marketing methods
• Continue to minimise printing
• Research opportunities to bank more ethically

• Continue to maximise our use of digital technology in productions
• Re-use costumes, set and materials
• Request environmental policies when ordering from major suppliers
• Build relationships with recycle and re-use organisations
• Minimise energy use where possible: low energy light bulbs, 

rechargeable batteries
• Measure any waste produced from projects and performance runs

• Keep updating our website’s new dedicated page The Green Space
• Continue the sustainability conversation begun with other 

companies, sharing learning 
• Publish our environmental priorities and actions
• Share our environmental aims and targets with partner organisations 

and practitioners
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